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Story 

Set in the Royal India of the past, La Bayadère is a story of eternal love, 
mystery, fate, vengeance, and justice. The ballet relates the drama of a 
temple dancer (bayadère), Nikiya, who is loved by Solor, a noble warrior. 
She is also loved by the High Brahmin, but does not love him in return, as 
she does Solor.

Act I, Scene I, Outside Temple in the Sacred Forest 
The High Brahmin, priests, and temple dancers are celebrating the Indian 
Ritual of Fire. Nikiya, the most beautiful of the bayadères, has been chosen 
to be the lead temple dancer. The High Brahmin declares his love for 
Nikiya, but is rejected by her. Nikiya meets secretly with Solor later that 
evening. They dance together and swear eternal love over the Sacred Fire, 
but are discovered by the jealous High Brahmin, who vows to kill Solor.

Act I, Scene II, A Room in the Palace
The Rajah has decided to reward Solor’s valor and decrees that the 
warrior will marry his daughter, Gamzatti. Gamzatti falls in love with 
Solor’s portrait, and when they meet, he is overwhelmed by her beauty. 
Even though he has sworn eternal love to Nikiya, he cannot defy the 
wishes of the Rajah and agrees to marry Gamzatti. The High Brahmin 
informs the Rajah of Nikiya and Solor’s secret love, hoping that the Rajah 
will do away with Solor. Instead, the Rajah decides to kill Nikiya. The 
conversation is overheard by Gamzatti, who summons Nikiya to her room 
and attempts to bribe Nikiya to give up Solor. Refusing, Nikiya frantically 
attempts to kill Gamzatti. Nikiya flees and Gamzatti swears to destroy her.

Act I, Scene III, The Garden of the Palace
At the engagement of Solor and Gamzatti, Nikiya is commanded to 
dance. Gamzatti presents her with a basket of flowers which Nikiya 
believes to be from Solor, but conceals a deadly snake. Nikiya is bitten, 
and when Solor leaves with Gamzatti, she refuses the antidote and dies.

Act II, The Tent of Solor
Solor, grief stricken and under the influence of opium, dreams of being 
reunited with Nikiya in the Kingdom of the Shades. Awakening, he 
realizes that he must prepare to marry Gamzatti.

Act III, The Temple
The vision of Nikiya remains with Solor as the wedding ceremony begins 
at the Sacred Temple. As Solor and Gamzatti say their vows and are 
blessed by the High Brahmin, the vengeance of the gods is unleashed, 
and the temple and all the celebrants are destroyed. Nikiya and Solor 
are once again united in eternal love.

The Music of Ludwig Minkus 

Dates: Born March 1826 in Vienna, Austria and died December 1917 in 
Vienna, Austria

Nationality: Austrian

Style/Period: Romantic Period

Famous Works: Paquita, La Bayadere, Don Quixote, La Source

Bio: Ludwig Minkus, a ballet composer and violinist, was born in Vienna 
in 1826 and made his appearance as a composer in Paris in April of 1846. 
In 1853 he went to Russia as the conductor of Prince N. B. Yusupov’s 
serf orchestra in St. Petersburg and was a soloist in the Moscow Bolshoi 
Orchestra from 1861-1872. He also taught at the Moscow Conservatory 
(1866-1872). 

From 1864-1871 Minkus was the official ballet composer at the Bolshoi 
Theatre in Moscow. In 1871 he was transferred to St. Petersburg, where 
he worked until 1891 when his position was eliminated and he retired. 
Discontent with his small pension, the composer left Russia for Austria, 
where he died in 1917 at the age of 91.

The composer of over twenty ballets, Minkus was an excellent craftsman 
in the style of ballet music of his day. His music, hailed as a masterwork of 
ballet music by contemporary critics, is melodic and distinguished by clear 
dance rhythms. Although plans were made to have a score composed by 
Cesare Pugni, choreographer Marius Petipa chose, instead, to work with 
Minkus. Minkus supplied a score filled with a great variety of Spanish-
styled flair and, in 1869, premiered to a resounding success. It has since 
become one of the most celebrated works in the classical ballet repertory.

Take-Aways

•  Who are the main characters of the story? Who are the supporting 
characters? How do you know? 

•  Imagine what the characters will look like based on their 
character traits and design the costume of the character that 
most intrigues you. After the performance, compare and contrast 
your costume design to the one in the performance. 

•  How did the costume for the characters represent who they 
were? Did the costumes fit the character? What would you have 
done differently? 

•  Give ideas on what you think the set will look like for La Bayadere. 
Consider where the ballet is set and who the characters are. Let 
that inspire you to design your own set for the ballet. After the 
performance, compare and contrast your ideas to what you saw 
on stage. 

•  How did the set influence the story of the ballet? Did it give you 
more information on what might be happening? Did it go with 
the scene that was being performed? How would you change it if 
you were the artistic director? 




